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Let Xand 5" be the sample mean and the sample variance based
on n sample observations drawn from a population with iiiean X
and variance In order to estimate I, Searles[l] proposed an
estimator

A

where

X"-

is the square of coeflScient of variation.
A

The mean-squared error of the estimator Xi is smaller than the
variance of the sample mean x.

But, in practice, C is seldom known leaving the estimator (1) to
be of no practical utility. In such a situation Srivastava[2] suggested

A

to replace C in by its consistent estimator. One of the estimators
considered by Srivastava[2] is

^2 =.-4 ...(2)
nx

In this note, we consider a slightly more general class of esti
mators for the mean as

where K is the characterising scalar to be chosen suitably.
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It is obvious that (2) is a special case of (3) when —1. If
^=0, we get the usual unbiased estimator.

The bias and the mean-squared error of X are

Bias (i) =f £(-^).

MSE(i) c=(H2A:)^-2/s:-|

...(4)

...(5)

Following the method of large sample approximations as dis
cussed in Srivastava[2], we get the bias and the mean-squared error of

X, to order

Bias (i) =^Cz[l4- ^(C- V[i,C J

MSE(Z) = -
K

1+ — iK-2)C + 2V^,C

where

is the coefficient of sknewness of the population.

A

From (7), the relative efficiency of X with respect to x is

1REF(.Y,^)=

1+ —S(/^-2)Cf 2\/p,C

...(6)

...(7)

...(8)

Now, it follows that the proposed estimator X is more efficient
lhan X if we choose K such that it lies between 0 and

i'- VIr.-
If we minimize.(7) with respect to K, we find

A/h-=K . (say)
'V C •••(9)
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and, for this value ofK, the mean-squared error, to order 0{n % is
given by

'In estimating the mean of symmetrical distributions (Pi=0) by
A

estimators of the formj' -=x+K^, the minimum mean-squared
error is attained at K= 1 ; therefore the estimator Za considered by
Srivastava[2] does not possess this property. Moreover, for 0<K<2
the proposed estimator has mean-squared error smaller than the
variance of the unbiased estimator x.
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